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Abstract- Mutual funds are the most famous venture instruments in the monetary market. Putting resources into share implies that you’re investing straightforwardly in equity markets. While mutual funds investment means an appointing a professional fund manager is investing for the investor in either equity funds or debt funds. This is significant research of mutual funds and their importance. This study aims to get a clarified knowledge towards the investment opportunities in mutual fund investments and plans. This is likewise showed by means of the development of the enterprise general and emergence of quantity of schemes. The human beings which influence the buyers in investing in mutual fund are sellers, relatives and those.

Index Terms- mutual funds, importance, classification and categories of mutual funds and compound interest calculations in mutual funds

I. INTRODUCTION OF MUTUAL FUND

An investor in a mutual fund scheme conspire gets units which are as per the quantum of cash contributed by him. These units address an investor proportionate proprietorship into the resources of the plan and his obligation in the event of misfortune to the asset is restricted to the degree of sum contributed by him.

The pooling of assets is the biggest strength for mutual funds. The generally lower amount expected for investing into a mutual fund scheme empowers little retail investors enjoy the advantages of expect money management and give allowance to different markets which who were not able to access. The professional manager who accesses a mutual fund shall put away the cash on behalf of investors in the investment scheme under such equity bonds or debt bonds.

II. LITURATURE REVIEW:

William F. (1966) suggested a measure for the evaluation of portfolio performance. Drawing on results obtained in the field of portfolio analysis, economist Jack L. Treynor has suggested a new predictor of mutual fund performance, one that differs from virtually all those used previously by incorporating the volatility of a fund’s return in a simple yet meaningful manner.

Michael C. Jensen (1967) derived a risk-adjusted measure of portfolio performance (Jensen’s alpha) that estimates how much a manager’s forecasting ability contributes to fund’s returns. As indicated by Statman (2000), the e SDAR of a fund portfolio is the excess return of the portfolio over the return of the benchmark index, where the portfolio is leveraged to have the benchmark index’s standard deviation.

This paper uses a technique called conditional performance evaluation on a sample of eighty-nine Indian mutual fund schemes. This paper measures the performance of various mutual funds with both unconditional and conditional form of CAPM, UTADIS multi-standards choice useful resource method is hired so that you can develop mutual fund’s performance fashions. Goal programming version is employed to decide percentage of selected mutual funds inside the very last portfolio.

OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY:

❖ To identify the factors, differentiation and challenges faced in mutual funds.
❖ To know the merits and demerits in the various investment options like mutual funds and calculation strategy in mutual funds.
❖ This gets a clarified knowledge towards the difference between mutual funds and other investment options.

TYPES OF MUTUAL FUNDS:

❖ EQUITY MUTUAL FUNDS
It is the most familiar fund used in investment. It allows investors invest in stock market with the professional manager appointed in the mutual fund. Though it involves higher risk share market will gives a higher return potential in long run.

❖ SECTOR SPECIFIC FUNDS
It is a sector like infrastructure banking, mining etc, or customised segments like large cap, mid cap and small cap. It will be suitable for investors who is having an attitude to take higher risks with higher returns.

❖ INDEX FUNDS
Index funds are not similar as equity funds because there is no more dependence of investment managers. It gives the guarantee to the return in line with the index they assure. It is flexible to faces the loss but there is the limit for the proportional loss of their index. It is suitable for the investors who is ready to accept the medium risk.

- **TAX SAVING FUND**
  Tax saving fund offer a benefit to the investors in the tax. These tax payers are also investing in equities are also called as Equity linked saving scheme (ELSS). This type of fund has 3-year lock-in period.

- **LIQUID FUND**
  Money market fund is like a short-term debt instrument analysing to give a reasonable return to investors within a short period of time. These funds will suitable for the investors who are looking for a low-risk attitude with the parking surplus funds over a short term.

- **DEBT MUTUAL FUNDS:**
  These funds invest in majority of money in debt fixed income like government securities, treasury bill, commercial papers. They have a lower risk of outlook and have a ideal for investors who has a low risk attitude towards generating a steady income in the investing methods.

- **HYBRID MUTUAL FUND**
  Hybrid mutual funds involves both equity funds and debt funds. It involves in a minimum risk towards the procedural data analytics. It gives a long-term capital gain with the returns of 7%.

**FACTORS OF MUTUAL FUND:**

1. **FUND MANAGEMENT TEAM:**
   The fund supervisor and the fund management group can considerably impact the fund’s overall performance. The fund manager and their group of professionals manage investors’ cash by investing them throughout securities that align with the fund’s investment objective. In addition, they actively manipulate the fund portfolio thru periodic critiques and analysis. Thus, the fund supervisor’s security selection and investment timing have a huge impact on the fund’s performance.

   Therefore, fund managers with accurate industry enjoy and tune facts tend to be extra efficient in coping with traders’ cash. Hence, it’s miles recommended to choose budget managed through skilled fund managers.

2. **ECONOMIC CHANGES:**
   In mutual fund investments, one of the most crucial matters to keep in mind is how properly the fund invests in a sure zone or industry. This is due to the fact a few policy changes made by using the authorities will have a sizable impact on exceptional parts of the economy in one-of-a-kind ways. For instance, at some stage in the covid19 pandemic, the healthcare industry wasn’t hit as tons as the opposite sectors.

   The shares costs have been greater or less stable and feature carried out well as compared to other industries. Similarly, one quarter can carry out well during a period and sometime may additionally witness some stiffness.

3. **EXPENSE RATIO:**
   All of the costs and fees that go into running and managing a mutual fund, such as management fees, distribution fees are included in the expense ratio of a mutual fund. As per SEBI guidelines, mutual fund houses cannot change a total expense ratio of more than 2.25%. A higher expense ratio can reduce your net profit. Thus, it is ideal to find funds with low expense ratio.

**BENEFITS OF MUTUAL FUNDS:**

1. **LIQUIDITY:**
   Liquidity is the ease in which the asset or security can be easily bought or sold without causing a major change in the asset or securities price. Unless the scheme you have chosen is a close ended one, buying and selling mutual funds is easy. If there is an urgent money requirement the investor can sell their units quickly. When excess money is available investment can be made at any time. The investor isn’t bound by fixed investment at regular intervals.

2. **DIVERSIFICATION:**
   Various instruments are invested in mutual funds. A fund can invest in equity market, debt market, money, market instruments etc. this leads to diversification. It protects the fund when one instruments performs poorly.

3. **PROFESSIONAL COMMITMENT:**
   The time you save is the biggest benefits of mutual funds. You don’t have to do the research and analysis to find the best holdings of your portfolio if you give the work to pro. You most likely lack of skill, patience and passion to do the job well. You should spend your time in wherever you wish.

4. **FLEXIBILITY:**
   All the benefits of mutual funds cross over into effortlessness and adaptability you can invest into only one fund in a wide assortment. Programmed stored systematic withdrawal annuity sub accounts dividends, short term savings, long term savings, these strategies make mutual funds the best in regular speculation type for both beginners and high level financial investors.

**DEMERITS OF MUTUAL FUNDS:**

1. **LOCK IN PERIOD:**
   Before investing in mutual funds, it is important to check the lock-in period. Different mutual fund schemes have different lock-in periods, and many of them have long lock-in periods. It's an advantage to invest in mutual funds. You can buy and sell funds at your convenience. Some funds will not allow you to redeem the sum before a certain time. If you redeem before the lock-in period, you have to pay the exit load.

2. **HIGH CAPITAL GAIN DISTRIBUTIONS:**
   If all mutual funds sell holdings and pass the capital gains on to the investors as a taxable event, then we have found a winner for the list of disadvantages of mutual funds. Tax efficient mutual
funds don’t make distributions every year. They must give gains to shareholders.

3. **OVER DIVERSIFICATION:**

Another disadvantage of investing in mutual price range is the over-diversification of the portfolio. Diversification of portfolio might also bring about the spreading of hazard however the return cannot be maximized. Also, the management of a relatively diversified portfolio becomes pretty difficult.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MUTUAL FUNDS AND OTHER INVESTMENT SECTORS:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MUTUAL FUNDS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A mutual fund is a model of an economic group that accumulates cash from numerous buyers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A mutual fund is a criminal entity as well as a monetary funding.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More choices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Falls on variables</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CALCULATION ANALYSIS OF MUTUAL FUNDS:**

Compound interest calculation:

Compound interest begins when your investment earns interest. The premium interest is added to the initial investment amount. At the point when its revenue procures revenue again it will decide the recently added interest by calculating the initial capital contributed and earned interest. Here are the factors that impact your compound interest returns:

1) **TIME:**
You need to permit your investments to develop with time, the additional time will empower, the more development you will see.

1) **RATE OF INTEREST:**
A higher rate of interest create a higher equilibrium when compounding the investment.

You can choose the investment priorities and goals, remembering the different situations and avenues and how it will impact your life.
The compound interest formula is:

\[ A = P(1+r/n)^{nt} \]

The values are:

- \( A \) = Future worth of the speculation
- \( P \) = Principal amount invested
- \( r \) = The pace of interest (decimals)
- \( n \) = Number of times interest gets accumulated per period
- \( t \) = Number of periods the cash is contributed

**FINDINGS:**

- Mutual funds give a higher corpus. Mainly mutual funds will be calculated through compounding calculation.
- It will be guided by a professional manager in mutual funds so the risk is within the limit. And it will be manageable by the investors.
- In mutual funds long term investments gives a higher return because of compounding effect.

**SUGGESTIONS:**

- Before investing in mutual funds an investor should have a clarified knowledge towards the company and schemes provided by them.
- They do not enter into the investment area with the influence of their friends, families or their well-wishers. Beyond their influence they need an interest to invest.
- Investors need a herd mentality to invest. They would be ready to take a risk in an investment. Higher risks with potential scheme give a higher return.
CONCLUSION:

A mutual fund is a potential investment option that generates a long-term wealth to investors. It is important to achieve an individual goal. Thus, the mutual funds deal with short term and long-term goals of the investors towards the investment without necessarily taking more finance risk.
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